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1 JUDGE DOLAN:  Good afternoon.

2 JUDGE HAYNES:  Pursuant to the direction of

3 the Illinois Commerce Commission, we now call

4 docket 01-0705, 02-0067 and 02-0725.

5 These are the consolidated dockets of

6 Illinois Commerce Commission on its own motion

7 versus Northern Illinois Gas Company.

8 May I have the appearances for the

9 record please.

10 MR. ROONEY:  Your Honor, on behalf of Northern

11 Illinois Gas Company, doing business as Nicor

12 Gas, John Rooney and Tom Andreoli, the firm of

13 Sonnenschein, Nath and Rosenthal, 233 South

14 Wacker Drive, Suite 8000, Chicago, Illinois

15 60606.

16 MR. KAMINSKI:  Mark Kaminski of the Attorney

17 General's Office, 100 West Randolph Street,

18 Chicago, Illinois 60601 on behalf of the People

19 of the State of Illinois.

20 MR. REICHART:  Appearing on behalf the staff

21 of the Illinois Commerce Commission John Reichart

22 and Janis Von Qualen, 160 North LaSalle, Chicago,
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1 Illinois 60601.

2 MR. KELTER:  On behalf of Citizens Utility

3 Board, Robert Kelter, 208 South LaSalle,

4 Suite 1760, Chicago 60604.

5 MR. BALOUGH:  Also on behalf of the Citizens

6 Utility Board, Richard Balough, 656 West

7 Randolph, Suite 500 West, Chicago 60661.

8 MR. PERA:  Mark Pera, Marie Spicuzza and

9 Lejuana Doss, Cook County State's Attorney

10 Office.  Now at 28 North Clark, Suite 2800.  I

11 don't even know the zip.  312.603.8600 for the

12 time being.

13 JUDGE HAYNES:  Are there any further

14 appearances?

15                 (No response.)

16 JUDGE HAYNES:  Let the record reflect there

17 are none.

18 JUDGE DOLAN:  Mark, did you guys get burned

19 out of your office?

20 MR. PERA:  Yes, we're out.  I was just telling

21 these guys, it could be as long as a year now.

22 MR. KELTER:  But we are going to save that
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1 card for later, though.

2                 (Laughter.)

3 MR. PERA:  Yeah, John Rooney is going to be

4 hearing about that for the next --

5 JUDGE DOLAN:  Let me guess, all your documents

6 got burned up in the fire, is that it?

7 MR. PERA:  Actually, we have had very, very

8 limited access to our files and don't even have

9 them as we sit here because they are keeping

10 people out.  It's a mess.

11 JUDGE DOLAN:  Okay.  I know we have a few

12 things to deal with in this docket.

13 But for now we are going to deal with

14 Nicor's motion to compel.

15 And what we thought we would do is give

16 them an argument -- an opportunity to provide an

17 argument, and then give both staff and CUB and

18 the county -- the county is not really involved

19 in this one, right?

20 MR. ROONEY:  Actually, we reserved doing

21 anything given their circumstances at this point

22 in time since they are in a bit of duress.
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1 MR. PERA:  Right.  And, obviously, any ruling

2 you make, clearly we will abide by.  I mean, you

3 know if you order the answers, we'll answer.  If

4 you say uphold the objections and the positions

5 of CUB and staff, we won't answer so.

6 JUDGE DOLAN:  So we thought we would do it

7 that way.  And take a recess and try to issue an

8 order today just to keep the docket moving along.

9 But I also do realize there is another

10 -- this dealing with the privilege log and all

11 that has to be dealt with, we figured we'd

12 discuss that after the motion.

13 So if you guys want to proceed

14            ARGUMENT

15            BY

16            MR. ANDREOLI:

17 Thank you, your Honors.  I have yet to

18 appear before any judge or judges on a discovery

19 motion where I wasn't a little shame-faced where

20 the parties couldn't reasonably resolve the

21 issues addressed between themselves.  So I

22 apologize for that.
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1 The issues are by and large fully

2 briefed.  And I will limit my comments to a reply

3 to the documents that we received yesterday.

4 And we are, of course, available to

5 answer any questions your Honors may have that

6 are not addressed by my comments.

7 I'm going to address Staff's response

8 first.  Staff makes four substitutive arguments

9 in their response.

10 The first is that the discovery

11 question's premature based upon the prospective

12 rolls of the parties in Commission proceedings,

13 and that those prospective rolls contemplate

14 different opportunities for discovery for the

15 various parties.

16 This position as stated in Staff's

17 response is unsupported by rule or any authority. 

18 It is equally unsupported by the Commission's

19 first interim order in this proceeding which

20 specifically re-opened discovery for all parties

21 and ordered all parties, including specifically

22 Nicor Gas, to proceed with discovery.
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1 I would like to draw your attention in

2 particular to Staff's choice of words in its

3 brief in this context in which the Staff

4 characterized itself as the investigator and

5 Nicor Gas is the subject of the investigation.

6 I don't necessarily agree with that

7 choice of words.  But I think that choice of

8 words is illustrative of the problem that's

9 Staff's proposed approach.

10 I believe under our system of law to

11 suggest that the investigated party's procedural

12 rights in a case are somehow less than the rights

13 of the investigating party as to any matter

14 including discovery is contrary to fundamental

15 notions of fairness and due process.

16 Discovery is intended to illuminate and

17 educate all the parties as to all the facts so

18 that those facts can be presented and determined

19 by a trier of fact.

20 I would note finally that Staff suggests

21 in its brief that to propound discovery upon

22 Staff prior to filing of its direct testimony is
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1 unprecedented in Commission proceedings.

2 I respectfully submit, this is not a

3 correct assertion.

4 By way of example, I would direct your

5 Honors attention, or at least a recent example,

6 to the four ongoing dockets of the Commission

7 related to the FCC's triennial review.

8 I believe, your Honor, Judge Dolan, that

9 you are an ALJ in one of those dockets.  I'm not

10 counsel of record in those dockets, but my

11 colleague, Mr. Rooney, is.

12 And as an example, there has been

13 extensive discovery, as I understand it, among

14 the parties including the intervenors prior to

15 the filing of any testimony in that docket.

16 To the extent your Honors have any

17 question about that docket or about the use or

18 service and responsive testimony prior to --

19 excuse me -- prior to discovery of Staff

20 testimony, I will defer those questions later to

21 Mr. Rooney.

22 Second, Staff argues that the relevance
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1 of our discovery cannot be determined until after

2 Staff's case in chief is filed.

3 Your Honors, relevance in this or any

4 proceeding before the Commission is determined

5 first by the Act in this proceeding.  Secondly,

6 by the second interim order which set forth the

7 scope of this case on re-opening.  And third, of

8 course, by the administrative law judges.

9 No party defines scope of discovery

10 through its affirmative case in this or any other

11 proceeding or any other forum.

12 I'm sure your Honors can appreciate the

13 tomfoolery and sharp practice that could result

14 if the scope of relevance and proceeding is

15 determined only by the case a particular party

16 sought to present.

17 By way of example, if the scope of

18 relevance in this proceeding were determined by

19 the direct case filed by Nicor, I'm sure the

20 intervenors and Staff would have a great deal of

21 trouble with that scenario.

22 At a practical level, your Honors, Staff
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1 has conducted extensive discovery into the same

2 subject matter that is addressed in our discovery

3 requests.

4 The Company should have an equal

5 opportunity to explore these facts in a timely

6 manner.  Staff has opened the door to this

7 discovery.

8 Third, Staff asserts that the materials

9 requested in our discovery are not factual.  I

10 respectfully submit this statement is also

11 incorrect.

12 Our discovery seeks generally and we

13 provided your Honors with copies of the discovery

14 documents -- first documents related to

15 transactions in the Lazar report.  Second, facts

16 related to the Company's use of LIFO accounting,

17 including Staff documents evidencing such use. 

18 Third, facts as to certain GCPP related

19 submissions that were made by the Company

20 including the identification of reviewing

21 staffers.  And fourth, the identification of

22 staffers involved in PGA reconciliations.
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1 I would note for your Honors that we

2 have not requested Staff's witnesses' work

3 papers, which are the subject of separate

4 discovery which already has been served.  We are

5 not requesting that your Honors rule that we be

6 provided with such work papers at this time.

7 The opinion data requests, as they might

8 be characterized, have been excluded from our

9 motion.  Our motion was merely tailored only to

10 discover factual matters.

11 I would note that this courtesy was not

12 extended to the Company previously in this case

13 by Staff or any of the parties with respect to

14 discovery and to our witness, Mr. Lazar's

15 opinions prior to the filing of his prefiled

16 direct testimony as you may recall.

17 Staff has sought to differentiate its

18 support for that discovery on the basis that

19 Staff requires such information in order to

20 determine whether to depose Mr. Lazar.

21 Your Honors, that argument cuts both

22 ways.  And it is certainly the Company's right to
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1 identify persons in the possession of relevant

2 information so that the Company can make a

3 determination as to whether it needs to seek

4 depositions in this case.

5 Finally, fourth, Staff argues that

6 requiring Staff to respond to this discovery in a

7 timely manner would be inefficient.  Staff

8 specifically argues that it has been distracted

9 by these data requests at the time it is

10 preparing its testimony.

11 I would note by way of contrast that in

12 the time period the Company was preparing its

13 direct testimony or immediately before that, the

14 Company was required and agreed to conduct 13

15 depositions, respond to discovery, and respond to

16 discovery motions including a motion for the

17 subpoena of its chief legal officer and the

18 relevant time periods up until the day, as I

19 recall, before his testimony was due to be filed.

20 I would also note that the data requests

21 in question were served in August.  We had no

22 notice that Staff would not respond to these data
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1 requests on these bases until this month.

2 Looking forward, rather than looking

3 back, after Staff's direct testimony is filed, we

4 will have eight weeks in which to prepare our

5 rebuttal case.  That is over Thanksgiving and

6 year-end holiday season.

7 There is no reason and it is unfair to

8 require the Company to wait for factual discovery

9 until such time.

10 Our driving interest in this matter is

11 to get to hearing and for a resolution of the

12 issues presented for resolution in this case.

13 The motion as to Staff as well as the

14 motions to CUB are no more an effort on our part

15 to reach that goal efficiently and fairly.

16 As to CUB's motion, I would note that

17 much of the motion is devoted to -- much of the

18 response is devoted to data requests in which the

19 Company has not sought a ruling.  We made every

20 effort in our motion to be clear as to the data

21 request on which we were seeking a ruling, and we

22 limited our motion accordingly.
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1 CUB's argument as to the data requests

2 which are not before your Honors today is

3 contained in Pages 5 to 8, Page 10, and Pages 14

4 to 15 of its response.  I can enumerate those

5 data requests for your Honors if it would be

6 helpful.

7 In any case, I don't intend to waste

8 your time with argument on those data requests

9 because they are not before you for a ruling.

10 In many respects the argument presented

11 by CUB tracks the Staff's and I don't intend to

12 make the same arguments I just made as to Staff's

13 motion.

14 Several specific comments on Staff's

15 response -- CUB's response include that CUB

16 misstates the relevant standard discovery.  The

17 standard for discovery is that it is reasonably

18 calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible

19 evidence.  It is in fact a low standard.  In

20 several places in its brief, CUB states that the

21 standard is that the information sought must lead

22 to the discovery of admissible evidence.  That is
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1 incorrect.

2 With respect to the cases cited by Staff

3 -- CUB, I would like to note that the citation to

4 TTX V. Whitley, which I was familiar with before

5 this problem is off point.

6 CUB's argument to that case is

7 predicated to the fallacy that CUB's affirmative

8 testimony determines the relevant subject matter

9 in this case.  For the reasons I have previously

10 stated, it does not and cannot.

11 CUB also characterizes our discovery as

12 a fishing expedition.  Your Honors a fishing

13 expedition is a single question asking for all

14 documents at all times related to some vague set

15 of subject matter.  That is not what is before

16 you today.  Our discovery is detailed and

17 specific.

18 It is not a fishing expedition.  It is

19 discovery similar to discovery which has been

20 propounded to the Company and to which the

21 Company has responded.

22 CUB finally argues that the motion is on
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1 short notice and is intended to harass CUB; each

2 point is incorrect.

3 I would note that prior to CUB's

4 confirmation this month that it did not intend to

5 respond to our discovery.  The last written

6 communication we received from CUB counsel in

7 late September stated specifically that CUB

8 intended to get around to responding to our

9 discovery in the next week.  This is not a motion

10 on short notice.  This motion was made as soon as

11 we received confirmation from the parties that

12 they did not intend to respond to discovery in a

13 timely manner.

14 The final point as to CUB's motion which

15 is not addressed or pertinent to Staff's motion

16 deals with the discovery which seeks to obtain

17 information as to communications and the

18 documents shared between CUB counsel and the

19 plaintiff's counsel in certain actions now

20 pending in state and federal court which address

21 in some part the same subject matter or facts

22 addressed in this proceeding.
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1 CUB counsel has asserted that its

2 communications and documents, such as they are or

3 may be, shared with those plaintiff's counsel are

4 privileged materials.

5 Your Honors, this cannot be the case.  I

6 think it is factually true and undisputed that as

7 between CUB and these attorneys you're dealing

8 with third parties.  These plaintiffs are third

9 parties as to CUB.  Their counsel is not engaged

10 by CUB nor is CUB counsel engaged by these

11 plaintiffs.  I think we can agree and we have

12 heard in this proceeding that a disclosure of

13 privileged materials to a third party waives any

14 privilege as to such materials including the

15 attorney/client privilege or the Work Product

16 Doctrine.

17 While CUB counsel does not articulate

18 particularly its theory, it appears based on the

19 language of its response that CUB is asserting

20 protection for the disclosure of these documents

21 to a third party under the Common Interest

22 Doctrine.
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1 The Common Interest Doctrine works to

2 prevent a waiver of attorney/client and work

3 product protections between third parties where

4 the parties have a common interest in a

5 litigation or separate litigations.

6 I would note that as a matter of law the

7 common interest can't just be similar.  It must

8 be an identical interest.

9 If you examine this argument, I think

10 you'll recognize the flaw in it.  CUB statutorily

11 represents rate payers.  I believe if your Honors

12 were to ask CUB counsel, CUB counsel would tell

13 you he is here representing ratepayers.

14 The plaintiff's attorneys in these

15 actions purport to represent shareholders or

16 classes of shareholders.  The shareholders are

17 the owners of the company.

18 For CUB to assert that it has a common

19 interest with these counsel, then CUB must assert

20 that in this proceeding it is representing not

21 only the shareholders -- excuse me -- not only

22 the ratepayers, but the shareholders or in effect
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1 the company.  As able as CUB counsel may be, that

2 is not a role that any attorney can play.

3 In sum, your Honors, the discovery that

4 we have served is relevant.  It is properly

5 served, and it merits a timely response.  The

6 arguments raised against the discovery were

7 unsupported.  As a matter of fundamental fairness

8 and in the interest of expediting this

9 litigation, we pray for relief and a requirement

10 that Staff and CUB respond to the discovery

11 served.

12 Nothing further.  Thank you.

13 JUDGE DOLAN:  Thank you.

14 CUB, if you want to, go ahead.

15            ARGUMENT

16            BY

17            MR. BALOUGH:

18 Thank you, your Honor.  We will keep

19 ours brief because I think what was said is

20 actually adding nothing new.

21 Our response to this is very simple. 

22 Nicor is the subject of this docket, not CUB. 
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1 What they are trying to do is find out what

2 information CUB may have for example on the LIFO

3 Layer, what documents they have in their custody

4 or control or what representatives of CUB may

5 have looked at LIFO documents.  That information

6 has nothing at all to do with anything that will

7 eventually be or lead to admissible evidence in

8 this docket.

9 If the executive director of CUB knew

10 that Nicor accounted for its gas by using the

11 LIFO method, where does that get us in whether or

12 not Nicor abused the way it accounted for gas

13 using the LIFO method?  It gets us nowhere.  It

14 would not even be admissible.

15 But instead what they are trying to

16 argue is, Well, you know, CUB, if you knew that

17 we were doing all these bad things, you should

18 have stopped us before we made these accountings

19 to the ratepayers before we did other things. 

20 That's not the issue in this case.  CUB is not on

21 trial in this case.  Its not accounting

22 adjustments.  It's not PBR adjustments of CUB
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1 that are at issue in this case.  It's what Nicor

2 did.

3 Therefore, what Staff member at CUB may

4 or may not have looked at something is not going

5 to lead to any type of admissible evidence.  It

6 is solely a way to harass CUB and to get

7 information concerning CUB's internal practices

8 that have nothing at all to do with this case.

9 Nicor seems to be arguing that all we

10 have now after you file your testimony is eight

11 weeks to do our discovery and file our rebuttal

12 testimony.  This is not new information to Nicor. 

13 They are the ones who went back when we set the

14 schedule, agreed to the fact that they would have

15 eight weeks to file their rebuttal testimony. 

16 They knew when the eight weeks were.  It's no

17 surprise Thanksgiving and Christmas happened to

18 be in these eight weeks.  The calendar hasn't

19 changed.

20 Your Honors, they knew that we would not

21 know what our case was and they would not be able

22 to file any discovery upon us until we filed our
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1 testimony.

2 They're entitled to reasonable discovery

3 upon the case that we file, upon the evidence

4 that we produce to try to challenge the

5 credibility of our witness to determine what

6 information he had in his possession, what

7 information he reviewed when he was doing his

8 testimony.

9 What CUB may have known in 1999 is not

10 relevant to that unless that information is

11 relied upon by our expert witness and is

12 presented at trial.

13 Nicor makes the argument that relevance

14 is not determined until after the testimony is

15 filed.  To some extent that is correct.  It is

16 correct as far as the relevant area of inquiry

17 that they can have upon our witness' testimony.

18 We do not have any independent facts of

19 what occurred at Nicor.  We don't know what the

20 corporate officials were telling other corporate

21 officials to do.

22 For that information, we had to rely
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1 upon what Nicor has told us, we had to conduct

2 extensive discovery upon Nicor, had to review

3 Nicor's documents.

4 This is not a normal type of case that

5 you would have where both parties have knowledge

6 of what occurred.  Nicor is in the sole

7 possession of all the information of what

8 occurred.  That is why they were required to

9 provide discovery early, and that is why we

10 should not have to provide any discovery until we

11 have had an opportunity to review what they have

12 done and our expert witnesses have had a chance

13 to analyze that and present it in a cohesive

14 fashion.

15 Lastly, Nicor raises the question about

16 what -- about the correspondents, if there is

17 any, that you may have had between other counsel

18 who are also in the process of investigating

19 Nicor.  They talk about the Common Interest

20 Doctrine.  But what we are saying in our motion

21 in our response is that if we shared any

22 information with counsel or they shared any
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1 information with us, and at this point we have

2 not said whether they did or did not, what we are

3 doing is a common interest of determining what

4 practices Nicor did, what information they may

5 have that would lead to discovery of evidence in

6 this case or may have discussed issues that would

7 be common to both proceedings.

8 That information, we believe, is under

9 the attorney/work product privilege.

10 So with that, we'll certainly be willing

11 to answer questions.  But we think that this

12 Commission should be very cautious of abandoning

13 its past policy on not allowing discovery on

14 intervenors and Staff until after the testimony

15 is filed and the issues have been formulated and

16 not to allow a utility to engage in wholesale

17 fishing expeditions, which is what they are doing

18 in this case.  They may frame it as to one

19 particular issue.  But when you read what they

20 are asking, they are asking for anything hook,

21 line, and sinker that we may have over at CUB.

22 Thank you.
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1 JUDGE DOLAN:  Staff?

2            ARGUMENT

3            BY

4            MR. REICHART:

5 Thank you, your Honor.  Staff in general

6 supports the arguments articulated by

7 Mr. Balough.

8 It is Staff's position that Nicor's DRs

9 are premature.  And Staff asserted that its

10 position is consistent with long-standing

11 Commission practice.

12 Now Mr. Andreoli took issue with that

13 assertion and did refer -- when he referred to a

14 docket involving the FCC.  I have to admit that I

15 do not know the details of that FCC docket, and

16 don't know the facts of that case.  But I do have

17 to assume that whatever discovery procedures are

18 going on in that docket are breaking from the

19 norm as far as Staff counsel is aware of the norm

20 in the Commission practice before -- in past

21 cases.

22 This Commission practice is based on
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1 principles of practicality and efficiency and is

2 -- and those same principles are applicable and

3 should be applied in this instant case.

4 As Staff set forth in its response, the

5 Commission practice is, in fact, justified based

6 on distinctions and the roles of the parties

7 involved in this case and the types of

8 information that the different parties may have

9 at any particular time.

10 Obviously, we are not taking the

11 position that Nicor's in any way precluded from

12 conducting discovery.  Our position, obviously,

13 is that the discovery is only properly conducted

14 after Staff and the intervening parties have had

15 the opportunity to set forth and articulate their

16 position, make their direct case, and direct

17 testimony.

18 That said, Staff would request that

19 Nicor's motion be denied.  And that the ALJs

20 instruct Nicor that they may proceed in

21 conducting their discovery after the direct

22 testimonies of Staff and intervenor are filed.
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1 JUDGE DOLAN:  Thank you.

2 MR. ANDREOLI:  Your Honor, may I address three

3 points presented in the response of arguments?

4 JUDGE DOLAN:  Yes.

5 MR. ANDREOLI:  Thank you.

6            FURTHER ARGUMENT

7            BY

8            MR. ANDREOLI:

9 I believe it was a misstatement, an

10 unintentional one on Mr. Balough's part that I

11 want to emphasize.

12 It is Nicor's position that no party's

13 affirmative testimony defines the scope of

14 relevance in this or any other proceeding.  That

15 cannot be the case.

16 Mr. Balough indicated that our -- that

17 it was our position that a party as I understood

18 him that a parties testimony does define the

19 scope of relevance that of course is directly

20 contrary to what we are asserting.

21 It simple cannot be the case that a

22 party unilaterally defines the scope of relevance
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1 in a proceeding to its case in chief; it puts the

2 cart before the horse.

3 I want to note that as to both arguments

4 made, we have referenced both rule and order in

5 support of our discovery.  That is the law.  We

6 have seen no contrary authority whatsoever in

7 support of the position that Staff is taking and

8 CUB is taking on the question of when a party may

9 serve discovery in a Commission proceeding.

10 I would finally note, responding to Mr.

11 Balough's initial comments, let's assume that

12 it's true for purposes of argument that this case

13 is about malfeasance or misdeeds which are words

14 that appear in their brief and have been spoken

15 here on numerous occasions.  I don't believe

16 that's true.  I don't believe that's what this

17 case is about.

18 But for purposes of argument, let's

19 assume it is.  We have investigated at length the

20 facts relevant to the subject matter and have

21 been unable to identify any facts which support

22 the kinds of claims that have been made in this
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1 room.

2 Is it fair in any way to deny the

3 Company --

4 MR. KELTER:  Your Honor, I'm going to object

5 here.

6 MR. ANDREOLI:  Excuse me.

7 MR. KELTER:  No.  I would like to make my

8 objection.

9 MR. ANDREOLI:  I didn't object to you, and I

10 would that prefer you don't object to me on

11 argument.

12            CONTINUED ARGUMENT

13            BY

14            MR. ANDREOLI:

15 Is it fair to deny Nicor Gas the

16 opportunity to discover what facts may exist to

17 support these kinds of claims.  I submit to you

18 its unfair; it is contrary to law; it is contrary

19 to the Commission's policy on discovery; and it

20 can't stand.  Thank you.

21 MR. ROONEY:  Your Honor, if I may make one

22 final point on the FCC proceeding that we
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1 mentioned about.

2 Apparently, I'm the only counsel of

3 record on that case.  It's a case like this case

4 except it's four cases that are involved.  The

5 Commission initiated the investigation.

6 And right now, as we speak, there is a

7 tremendous amount of discovery going back and

8 forth between SBC, all of the intervening

9 parties.  Indeed, Mr. Kaminski's client yesterday

10 served DRs on Staff.

11 The point being, all this is before

12 testimony is filed.  This is not unprecedented. 

13 I have been practicing here for 14, 15 years now. 

14 I recall Commonwealth Edison cases back in the

15 late 80s, early 90s where the Staff was doing

16 audits on the Company's rate -- of the nuclear

17 plants for purposes of prudencey.

18 Before testimony was ever filed there

19 were audit reports out there, there was a whole

20 host of discovery that was propounded.

21 Our requests are not outside of the

22 norm.  Thank you, your Honors.
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1 MR. BALOUGH:  Your Honors, if I may have just

2 briefly?

3 JUDGE DOLAN:  Okay.

4            FURTHER ARGUMENT

5            BY

6            MR. BALOUGH:

7 Mr. Andreoli seems to confuse things. 

8 When we're talking about what defines or what

9 limits discovery and relevance, we are talking

10 about what sets a parameter for discovery.

11 You have to remember what stage this

12 case is in.  The only evidence, the only case

13 that Nicor can now put on based on any of the

14 discovery that they're seeking is in their

15 rebuttal case.  They already have their direct

16 case on file.  The only thing that they can do is

17 file testimony in rebuttal to what we filed.

18 To that extent, what we filed will set

19 the parameter of what they can have in their

20 rebuttal testimony.

21 If we don't address an issue that they

22 raised on direct in our testimony, they can't
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1 file rebuttal testimony on it, and they should

2 not be entitled to discovery on that fact and

3 from CUB as well.

4 So what -- we don't define the relevance

5 of issues in general, certainly we define what

6 the parameters of discovery will be at this stage

7 of the case when the only point that they can do

8 is file rebuttal testimony based on what we have

9 in our testimony.

10 So for those reasons, we think that they

11 are misunderstanding what we are saying about how

12 you have to limit discovery at this point.

13 And since they can only file rebuttal

14 testimony at this time to our testimony, there is

15 no urgent reason for them to go on a fishing

16 expedition now when they can file very specific

17 data requests after we file our testimony based

18 on what we file.

19 If they disagree with it, if they don't

20 understand it, if they think that our witness is

21 not relying on -- they want to find out on what

22 our witness is relying on, all that data and all
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1 that information will be available to them by

2 filing data requests.

3 And normal practice has been when we

4 file our testimony, we file our work papers with

5 it to the Company so they have all that

6 information.  It would be a much nor efficient

7 way to operate as opposed to what they are

8 proposing at this time so close to our testimony

9 being filed anyway.

10 JUDGE DOLAN:  Nothing else?

11                 (No response.)

12 Thank you.  We will take a short break

13 and be back.

14                 (Whereupon, there was a

15                 brief recess taken.)

16 JUDGE DOLAN:  Back on the record.

17 We discussed this.  And first off, to

18 distinguish the FCC cases, the prior review order

19 cases, they are federally mandated, the 90-day

20 docket in my case, and then they're nine-month

21 dockets in the other filings.  So that's why we

22 feel the discovery schedules are going or the
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1 data requests are going the way they are in that

2 docket because its federally mandated.

3 So based on that, we are going to deny

4 your motions to compel on -- for both Staff and

5 CUB.

6 But we also were talking about what Mr.

7 Andreoli brought up about the possibility of

8 taking depositions.  And if you recall, we did

9 say that all depositions had to be taken before

10 the testimony was filed.

11 So in that guise, we feel that a witness

12 list with somewhat of a summary of your

13 information should be forthcoming.

14 MR. PERA:  Whoa. Whoa. Whoa.  But there's a

15 huge difference here.  The difference is they had

16 a lot of fact witnesses whose depositions we

17 took.

18 Our witnesses are going to be experts. 

19 We weren't allowed to take their experts'

20 depositions.  And that is a huge distinction.

21 Nicor had a whole 13 people that were

22 fact witnesses to what transpired.  We don't have
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1 any fact witnesses, none.  All of our witnesses

2 are expert witnesses.

3 So if you are going to allow us to take

4 their experts depositions, then that's fine. 

5 Then that's one thing.  But we were not allowed

6 to do that.

7 MR. ROONEY:  And, your Honor, I think maybe

8 Mr. Pera is confusing the points or what

9 Mr. Andreoli stated earlier.  Actually, we are

10 not looking to depose their expert witnesses.

11 We are considering to determine what

12 fact witnesses they may or may have internally

13 with regard to their -- internally at both of

14 those entities as to Staff and CUB with regard

15 to, for example, the issues regarding -- again,

16 we are not asking to depose your witnesses you

17 intend to put on.

18 But we are investigating the

19 opportunity.  And the only way we will know

20 whether or not we want to talk to anybody is to

21 determine who knew what about when where on the

22 other side of the ledger.
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1 Again, by way of example, there have

2 been issues that have developed during the course

3 of depositions and during the course of discovery

4 with regards to the LIFO issue, let's take that

5 for example, and how it was used and whatnot.

6 What we want to know is what they knew

7 because we have a belief as to what they are

8 going to come in and argue on November 21st.  And

9 in order for us to explore fully what they may or

10 may not have known through other sources so that

11 we could subject that to potential

12 cross-examination was the reason why Mr. Andreoli

13 referred to the possibility of the depositions. 

14 It certainly is not to deal with the witnesses.

15 MR. ANDREOLI:  As I indicated, there have been

16 allegations with respect, for example, to

17 malfeasance.  We have no information that those

18 allegations have any factual support whatsoever.

19 But absent the opportunity to do factual

20 discovery into those allegations including

21 possible depositions, we have no opportunity to

22 learn or educate ourselves as to all the facts
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1 that have been developed or explored thus far in

2 discovery.

3 What we are looking to do is -- that's

4 all we are looking to do.  I would like

5 to --

6 MR. PERA:  This is like an Alice in

7 Wonderland.  I mean, the fact witnesses are

8 Nicor's witnesses.  Nicor is the one that

9 proffered testimony back in '99 or whatever it

10 was on the LIFO Layer so on and so forth.  Every

11 fact witness, I believe, at least from the

12 State's Attorney's point of view, is of Nicor.

13 MR. ROONEY:  We disagree.

14 MR. PERA:  I don't have any fact witnesses.  I

15 said that to John Rooney on the telephone.  I

16 will say it to you.  Unless you are going to

17 depose me.  And I'm going totally facetious.  We

18 don't have any.

19 MR. ANDREOLI:  I can offer an example, we have

20 asked for discovery into CUB's communications

21 with the plaintiff's attorneys.  Those

22 communications are not privileged.
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1 To the extent we are able to obtain

2 those communications, we may not understand them;

3 we may not understand the documents exchanged; we

4 may not understand the communications.  In such

5 case, we conceivably could ask for the deposition

6 of CUB counsel, which is not unprecedented in

7 this case so that we could understand these

8 materials.  I don't want to go in that direction. 

9 I don't believe that this case has anything to do

10 with malfeasance or misdeeds.  But that is the

11 discovery we have been subject to.

12 I want to note again and most

13 importantly, we certainly don't sit here and

14 purport to define the scope of relevance in this

15 case.  That's not our job nor is it the job of

16 any counsel in this proceeding.

17 The Commission through the second

18 interim order defined the scope of this

19 proceeding.  The relevance of any matter in this

20 proceeding outside that is determined by your

21 Honors.  I don't purport to suggest that the case

22 will be put on, defines the scope for us in this
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1 case.  And I sure as heck don't believe that the

2 case that any other parties puts on states that

3 claim.

4 MR. BALOUGH:  Your Honor, if I may, first of

5 all this issue of now they want to depose people

6 who worked at CUB is totally absurd.

7 But to the extent if they want to do

8 that, then let's play by the same rules that we

9 were required to play by.  If they want to depose

10 our people, they have to do it before we file our

11 testimony.  They will have to come in and file a

12 motion as to just cause as to why they want to

13 depose our people.  But we don't think there is a

14 reason to depose our people they are not fact

15 witnesses.

16 And, furthermore, this concept that

17 maybe some counsel from CUB talked to some

18 counsel in one of the plaintiff's -- one of the

19 shareholder derivative lawsuits or whatever they

20 are and they exchanged documents and we want to

21 see those documents, and if we don't understand

22 them, we want to depose Mr. Kelter, for example.
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1 Where is that ever going to be

2 admissible?  We are going to be putting on an

3 expert witness.  If that expert witness looked at

4 that material, if he relied on that material, if

5 it was used as part the basis for his opinion,

6 certainly they can look at it.  And they can ask

7 questions galore of that witness or person who's

8 on the stand.

9 But just to come in and say now we want

10 to conduct this fishing expedition of

11 communications that may or may not have occurred

12 between attorneys, and now we may or may not want

13 to take depositions.  You know, they certainly

14 knew this when we set the schedule up a long time

15 ago.  And for them now to come in and three weeks

16 before we file testimony and say we want this

17 discovery because we want to figure out whether

18 or not we want to depose somebody at CUB just

19 doesn't make any sense.

20 And again, if we're going to play by the

21 rules that this Commission has set, those

22 depositions have to be completed before we file
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1 our testimony.  But we have no fact witnesses.

2 MR. PERA:  They have to file a motion, right? 

3 I mean, we had to adhere -- dot every I and cross

4 every T.  Haven't seen the motion, this is you

5 speak them.  We might want to take a dep.

6 MR. ANDREOLI:  Your Honors, with respect to

7 the timing question, I didn't want to read this

8 letter.  But I will read you a brief e-mail from

9 Mr. Kelter which we received on September 26th of

10 this year to John Rooney:  "I thought I would

11 drop you a note to let you know we

12 intend to answer your data request at

13 some point.  I have been wrapped up

14 in something urgent this week, but we

15 may be able to get to it next week."

16 We have no understanding and have no

17 understanding of a position that any party in

18 this case would decline to respond to discovery

19 in a timely manner.  That's not supported by

20 rule.  It's not supported by law.  And it's

21 unfair.

22 As to depositions, it will be difficult
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1 for us to make a determination as to whether to

2 take depositions if we are denied discovery. 

3 That same argument was made previously in this

4 case.

5 Mr. Balough's argument respectfully that

6 our case at this point is somehow limited to what

7 we presented in prefiled direct testimony is

8 procedurally and substantively inaccurate.

9 We are able to call adverse witnesses if

10 we are so inclined.  We are able to conduct live

11 direct examination of our witnesses if we are so

12 inclined.  Those are not likely or the kinds of

13 outcomes that we are looking for because the

14 intent to have prefiled testimony is to get

15 everybody closer to the finish line before

16 hearings occur.

17 I would also note -- John, last point.

18 With respect to comments your Honors

19 made a moment ago, we have already served

20 separate discovery in this case which we asked

21 for the identification of witnesses, the subject

22 matter of those witness' testimony, and as
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1 applicable any reports that those witnesses may

2 have prepared.  We asked for, in addition, the

3 identification of any adverse witnesses that the

4 other parties may call.

5 John, the third is slipping my mind.

6 MR. PERA:  What does this have to do with

7 this?

8 MR. ANDREOLI:  Anyway, the point I'm trying to

9 make is, your Honors discussed witness list. 

10 There is, in fact, outstanding discovery on that

11 question as we speak.

12 MR. ROONEY:  One other point with regard to

13 what Mr. Balough identified in terms of what we

14 can or can't do once we get their witness'

15 testimony, what we won't know under Mr. Balough's

16 scenario is what they didn't provide that witness

17 if they had it internally or what we can

18 cross-examine that witness on in terms of what

19 CUB would have known or may not have known or

20 what Staff may have known or not have known; that

21 the particular witness that's up there has no

22 knowledge of.  And unless we get the other
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1 information -- which is what we are seeking.  We

2 are not seeking information from the witnesses. 

3 We are seeking what other information do they

4 have that they may or may not have been aware of?

5 That's what we are -- how are we going

6 to be able to do what Mr. Balough claims we can

7 somehow do down the road if we are not entitled

8 to obtain those facts or answer.  If they don't

9 have documents, that's fine.  If they do, produce

10 them.

11 MS. VON QUALEN:  This is Jan Von Qualen down

12 in Springfield.  And I'm very confused right now

13 about who or what Nicor may or may not be

14 interested in deposing, who they may be

15 interested in deposing and about what.

16 My suggestion would be this is news to

17 me today this hearing, that there was any thought

18 from Nicor about deposing anyone.  That perhaps

19 they should file a motion in which they would

20 discuss the depositions they are contemplating.

21 MR. ROONEY:  We are not in a position to

22 contemplate depositions until we get answers to
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1 our questions.

2 MR. ANDREOLI:  Jan, we have filed that motion. 

3 We, for example, asked for the factual

4 information dealing with Staff's knowledge of the

5 Company's use of LIFO which has been an issue

6 explored extensively in both written and oral

7 discovery in this proceeding.  We simply asked

8 for the documents and the identity of persons

9 involved.  That's all.  Facts.  Nothing more

10 nothing less.  Absent those facts, we cannot make

11 a determination about whom to depose.  We

12 wouldn't even know who is at issue.

13 MR. PERA:  Well, they must --

14 MR. ANDREOLI:  -- plus we certainly don't get

15 a chance to ask that question before.  I

16 apologize.

17 MR. PERA:  Either they're on a fishing

18 expedition or their internal fact witness are

19 telling them, Hey, maybe it's the hypothetical,

20 Al Harms says, I talked to Joe Smoe at the

21 Commission about this in 1997.  You know what I'm

22 saying?  Either they have some basis to believe
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1 that, for example, that Staff knows something

2 about LIFO information that they would have

3 gotten from their own people at Nicor.  So as to

4 identify that person who they think may have

5 information related to LIFO, they must have that

6 information.  They are perfectly capable of doing

7 this correctly and not springing this on us at a

8 hearing on a motion to compel answers to

9 discovery which you have denied.

10 So I don't understand what we are doing. 

11 If they want to file a motion, file a motion.

12 MR. ROONEY:  And that's the point.  Put the

13 cart before the horse.  I don't think we are

14 trying to do anything out of order, Mark.

15 We raised the specter about possibility

16 of filing deposition or asking for depositions. 

17 We are not seeking to have depositions here

18 today.

19 What we are seeking is to get

20 information to make that determination in the

21 first instance.

22 And just to be clear, your Honors, again
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1 we are not saying we are going to depose anyone. 

2 But we can't make an informed decision on what we

3 can or can't do or who knew what when or where

4 unless we have answers to the DRs that we

5 propounded.

6 MR. ANDREOLI:  I sat in this room, your

7 Honors, and had our testimony in this case

8 delayed because Staff and the intervenor could

9 not make a determination as to whether to depose

10 one of our witnesses until they received both

11 factual and opinion-related discovery responses.

12 To suggest that the Company is not

13 entitled to the same treatment is unfair and is

14 directly contrary to the Commission's policy on

15 discovery.

16 MR. BALOUGH:  Your Honor, I just don't

17 understand how long are we going to keep arguing

18 the motion that you have already ruled upon and

19 now we are trying to argue motions that they

20 haven't even filed.

21 It seems to me this hearing has gone far

22 beyond what this has been motioned up for for the
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1 scope -- if you want to open up the entire

2 proceedings again to reopen discovery.

3 I mean, it sounds like what Nicor is

4 saying, Geez, you are not going to give us

5 discovery.  And so now we are going to raise

6 other augments and keep on talking until you

7 change your minds.

8 Your Honors, you have ruled.  If they

9 want to file motions to take depositions, let

10 them file it and give us an opportunity to

11 respond to it.

12 But to now start talking about

13 depositions and to try to get you to reverse the

14 ruling you already gave?  I mean, we are already

15 here for a long time.

16 MR. ANDREOLI:  One other point, your Honors,

17 in that respect as to being able to discovery. 

18 The Company continued to respond to factual

19 discovery in this case, which has from all

20 parties or certainly from Staff and CUB, which

21 has nothing whatsoever to do with the direct

22 testimony the Company has prefiled.
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1 What I am suggesting is that the

2 arguments that have been made here today that

3 somehow a party's testimony defines the scope of

4 relevance in practice is an argument that the

5 parties adverse thrust on this motion have not

6 respected as to my client because I continue to

7 respond to factual discovery, which is wholly

8 outside the testimony we prefiled.

9 They cannot have it both ways so that we

10 have it in no case.  It's not fair.

11 JUDGE HAYNES:  Just so that I'm clear, the

12 data requests at issue here don't respond --

13 don't have anything to do with any opinion

14 testimony?

15 MR. ANDREOLI:  That is correct, your Honor,

16 explicitly correct.

17 MR. REICHART:  But they do ask for analysis? 

18 Hold on.  A number of them do ask for documents

19 that analyze, evaluate, and discuss and otherwise

20 evidence -- I'm reading ICC 1.04 for example.

21 This would encompass potentially

22 information or analyses that was conducted by a
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1 Staff employee who ultimately will be a Staff

2 witness in the case or has -- or is continuing to

3 analyze or conduct.

4 MR. ANDREOLI:  Your Honors, as stated in my

5 original argument, we have propounded separate

6 discovery for each of the intervenors' witnesses'

7 work papers.  We do not expect or request that

8 any witnesses' work papers are provided at this

9 time.  Rather, we have requested that those

10 materials are provided the time testimony is

11 filed and contemporaneous with the filing of that

12 testimony to save time.

13 The request that Mr. Reichart has read

14 asks for factual material.  We are asking for

15 documents.  We are asking for documents prepared

16 by Staff.  That is not impermissible or in any

17 way inappropriate discovery.  Those are not

18 opinions.  They are facts.  They contain factual

19 materials.

20 To the extent any one of those documents

21 is, in fact, a work paper of an expert, we will

22 look at it later.
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1 MR. PERA:  What does analyze mean?

2 MR. BALOUGH:  Your Honor, I would respectfully

3 disagree with counsel.

4 What they are asking for, if you read

5 the data request.  The first one, Please identify

6 all CUB employees and/or agents who participated

7 in the review or analysis of Nicor Gas documents.

8 MR. ROONEY:  For the years 1999, 2000 and 2001

9 PGA reconciliations.  I think that's an important

10 distinction.

11 MR. BALOUGH:  Your Honor, there are 59 of

12 these and they have every category conceivable.

13 Look at 104, for example.  Please

14 produce all documents that analyze, evaluate,

15 discuss; or otherwise, evidence the performance

16 of the study, computation, compilation or

17 calculation performed in connection with CUB's

18 review of the gas sale including the accounting

19 or recording thereof discussed at Pages 20, 26 of

20 the Lazar report.

21 They are asking for our analysis.  They

22 are asking for all this information.  We don't
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1 have fact witnesses.  We are going to provide

2 work papers when we file our testimony.

3 Your Honor, all their simply trying to

4 do is get you to reverse your rulings so they can

5 figure out a way to depose our witnesses without

6 having to file a motion.

7 JUDGE HAYNES:  Excuse me.

8 MR. BALOUGH:  Your Honors, have already --

9 JUDGE HAYNES:  Excuse me.  I understand there

10 was an outstanding request similar to the ones

11 you propounded on Nicor.

12 MR. BALOUGH:  That's correct.  But you denied

13 and say said we couldn't ask.  You ruled that the

14 Supreme Court rules do not apply.  And we were

15 denied the opportunity to get those answers.

16 JUDGE HAYNES:  No.

17 MR. BALOUGH:  If you want us to file a witness

18 list like they filed, we will be happy to do so.

19 JUDGE HAYNES:  Have you -- that is what Judge

20 Dolan walked in and directed that you file.

21 MR. BALOUGH:  That's fine.

22 JUDGE HAYNES:  And that would be consistent
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1 with our prior ruling which pertained to the

2 depositions.  And that ruling, if memory serves

3 me, was that depositions of witness list

4 witnesses must take place prior to direct

5 testimony.  Other depositions did not have that

6 same constraint.

7 Our only concern with denying Nicor's

8 motion to compel was that they would be

9 foreclosed from deposing your witness list

10 witnesses.

11 And to address that concern, we will

12 direct you to provide a similar witness list that

13 they provided you for their witness list

14 witnesses.

15 MR. ANDREOLI:  Your Honor?

16 JUDGE HAYNES:  Yes.

17 MR. ANDREOLI:  With respect to the factual

18 materials requested here, again, we have

19 requested no opinion testimony.

20 In the event that the facts which we

21 have not been allowed, at least to this point one

22 way or the other to discover, are denied us until
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1 a month or more than a month from now, our

2 opportunity to request those depositions, take

3 those depositions and make use of that

4 information well after the testimony is filed

5 will necessarily and materially prejudice our

6 ability to file competent rebuttal testimony

7 within an eight-week period which includes the

8 Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays.

9 I will respectfully submit this is

10 factual material subject to discovery which we

11 have previously been required to respond to.  It

12 does not ask for any witness' opinion or work

13 papers.

14 MR. PERA:  Your Honor, could we stop beating

15 this horse because we have heard the same

16 argument now for 45 minutes.

17 As I understand what you want us to do

18 in the context of what we've done before which

19 was that Rule 213 did not apply.  So that in

20 regard to our opinion expert witnesses, we are

21 not obligated to answer interrogatories.  But

22 that you would like us to provide them with a
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1 list of any factual witnesses that are not

2 adverse witnesses that we intend to call. 

3 Because I want to make this point on the adverse

4 witnesses, your Honor, we are six months away

5 from a hearing, six months.  Six months away from

6 a hearing.

7 An adverse witness is a Nicor employee. 

8 There is no reason that -- first of all, I have

9 no idea who I'm going to call as an adverse

10 witness as I sit here six months away from a

11 hearing; no idea.  And I don't think that we

12 should be compelled to tell them who we are going

13 to call as an adverse witness in October when the

14 hearing is in April.

15 JUDGE HAYNES:  Do you know which witnesses who

16 will be providing prefiled testimony for on

17 November 21st?

18 MR. PERA:  The witnesses, we will provide

19 prefiled testimony for are expert witnesses, not

20 fact witnesses.  They are harping about fact

21 witnesses.

22 I said, and I will say it again, State's
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1 Attorney's office has no fact witnesses, none. 

2 So there is nothing for me to answer.

3 MR. ANDREOLI:  There are no fact witness or

4 expert witness before the Commission because the

5 Commission doesn't recognize those distinctions.

6 With respect to the discovery

7 outstanding, we ask for their witness who will be

8 filing prefiled testimony; we ask for summary

9 information similar to the information we

10 previously provided; and we ask for the

11 identification of their adverse witnesses.

12 The latter issue is certainly not before

13 your Honors today.  I would note from our

14 perspective that the responses at this point are

15 derelict.  But we have not moved for production

16 of that information.  And I do not suggest that

17 your Honors have any reason to address that

18 question as we sit here.

19 JUDGE HAYNES:  Nicor has not shown a need to

20 obtain this information before CUB and Staff

21 files their direct testimony.

22 However, that does not preclude Nicor
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1 from requesting this information the day that

2 both parties file their direct testimony.

3 And --

4 JUDGE DOLAN:  To keep this docket moving along

5 --

6 JUDGE HAYNES:  Thank you.

7 MR. ANDREOLI:  Can we make a request at this

8 time for a complete response to these data

9 requests on November 21st and receive a ruling on

10 that request today subject to whatever objections

11 I imagine we may receive on that date?

12 But with respect to the

13 non-objectionable materials, I have expended a

14 great deal of time trying to obtain these.  It

15 would certainly be nice to have them on the 21st

16 rather than, for example, CUB's suggestion that

17 we re-file them on the 21st so we can potentially

18 see the response 28 days later.

19 MR. KELTER:  Can I respond to that, your

20 Honor?

21 JUDGE DOLAN:  Yes.

22 MR. KELTER:  I just don't understand how you
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1 can have a data request propounded one day and

2 have the answers expected to be due that day. 

3 That's essentially what we are talking about

4 here.

5 MR. ROONEY:  No, we're not.

6 MR. KELTER:  The day that our --

7 MR. PERA:  That's exactly what he's saying.

8 JUDGE DOLAN:  What they are trying to say is

9 you guys include your -- when you file your

10 testimony that you include your data responses.

11 MR. KELTER:  And --

12 MR. ROONEY:  Right.

13 MR. ANDREOLI:  They have had the material for

14 three months at that point.

15 JUDGE DOLAN:  That is what they are asking.

16 MR. KELTER:  Right.  And if they're asking,

17 our response would be that, that's not how the

18 system works here.

19 The system works at the Commission where

20 intervenors and Staff file their testimony and

21 then they do discovery.

22 Now if they would like those responses
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1 in an expedited manner, that's a reasonable

2 request.

3 But to request that we submit data

4 responses with our testimony is really

5 unprecedent.

6 MR. ROONEY:  Your Honor, if I may.

7 There are two things here we are going

8 to have -- I'm guaranteed we are going to have a

9 boat load of questions to ask their witnesses

10 just by my own gut feeling.  We will submit those

11 sometime after the 21st.

12 But on the 21st of November they will

13 have had these data requests for three months. 

14 They will have the opportunity to digest them, to

15 figure out if they are going to object to them. 

16 Some answer in writing at some juncture would be

17 wonderful.  The 21st would be great.  And I would

18 appreciate that.

19 JUDGE DOLAN:  My gut feeling is that a lot of

20 your answers are going to be responded to when

21 they file their testimony.

22 MR. ANDREOLI:  Well, to the extent there are
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1 documents, your Honor, that are requested by this

2 discovery, we would certainly like those

3 documents on that day.  For example, the

4 documents that are requested, the review and

5 analysis that are requested, the identity of

6 persons that are requested.

7 I guess the points we are making is that

8 if we cannot have this factual material in the

9 ordinary time frames provided under the

10 Commission's rules, we certainly don't want to

11 have to wait for some additional period of time

12 after the 21st given that they have had these

13 materials now since August.

14 MR. PERA:  Well, they could have given them to

15 us a year ago or two years ago and some come in

16 and made the same argument.  That doesn't make

17 them any less premature.  That's a specious

18 illogical argument that because we have had them

19 since August that somehow they rise to these --

20 these DRs rise to a different level.  They don't.

21 MR. ANDREOLI:  They cite no authority for this

22 position.
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1 MR. PERA:  Tom, have I interrupted you yet?

2 MR. ANDREOLI:  Yes.

3 MR. PERA:  If I have, I'm sorry.  I'm trying

4 to be a good boy.

5                 (Laughter.)

6 MR. BALOUGH:  Your Honor, it seems to me that

7 when we file our testimony, it probably will

8 answer some of these questions that they have. 

9 They will know what areas we are going to

10 address.  At that time we will be providing the

11 work papers that our expert relied upon.

12 At that point in time, they can then

13 look at what we filed, send to us focused data

14 requests based upon what the testimony is so that

15 we can save time and they can save time in

16 finding out what issues --

17 MR. ROONEY:  And that's precisely the problem. 

18 Mr. Balough has hit the Bull's eye.  Their

19 testimony is not to define what our discovery is

20 all about.  And that's, I guess, going back, your

21 Honor, Judge Dolan, to your point, I agree the

22 one thing I would point out, though, is that a
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1 lot of discovery that we are requesting will have

2 nothing or may have nothing to do with their

3 testimony, but has to do with this case.

4 For example, I don't know who the Staff

5 witnesses are going to be.  But in the event that

6 there are other Staff people who are

7 investigating the Company's accounting practices

8 and the manner in which they accounted for

9 inventory in '87, '88, '89 that's what we are

10 asking about here; the PGA information from '99

11 and 2001, 2000, all of that material is material

12 that likely exists today, right now.  And whether

13 or not that Staff witness is going to analyze it

14 and use it in their testimony, we will leave it

15 up to them and we will read it at that point in

16 time.

17 What we are asking for is what do they

18 have today?  What do they have today that may or

19 may not be utilized by the -- and if they want to

20 wait until the 21st, that's perfect.  But what we

21 would like is not only what the witness analyzed

22 but what we asked for.
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1 MR. ANDREOLI:  In short, it may the be

2 apparent, but we respectfully disagree with the

3 ruling your Honors made with respect to this.

4 That being said, please don't make us

5 wait another month after testimony is filed to

6 obtain this factual information.  Please.

7 JUDGE HAYNES:  We understand your concern.

8 MR. PERA:  Now I am interrupting.

9 JUDGE HAYNES:  When is Nicor's rebuttal

10 testimony due?

11 MR. ANDREOLI:  Eight weeks.

12 MR. ROONEY:  January 16th or thereabouts plus

13 or minus.

14 MR. ANDREOLI:  As I recall, we had to fight

15 for that.

16 MR. ROONEY:  Yeah.

17 MR. PERA:  Will you stop.  The history that

18 flies around here is unbelievable.

19 MR. ANDREOLI:  Your position was six weeks,

20 Counsel, I recall.

21 MR. PERA:  Oh, okay.  I'll take that to the

22 bank.
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1 JUDGE HAYNES:  How quickly after your direct

2 testimony could you provide responses to the data

3 request at issue in these motions?  The question

4 is to Staff as well.

5 MR. ANDREOLI:  In that context, your Honor,

6 the concern that I have -- I'm going to express

7 it for the record now so if we revisit this

8 later, we are on the record if at whatever period

9 of time your Honors determine these responses are

10 going to be due and it is after their testimony,

11 we receive a litany of objections stating that

12 the questions asked are outside the scope of

13 their testimony, we will have accomplished

14 nothing today.  And I will certainly be greatly

15 disappointed.

16 MR. PERA:  Well --

17 JUDGE HAYNES:  Before we go on to this again,

18 we are not ruling on the motion to compel whether

19 you must answer these or not.

20 We are simply -- you must provide

21 responses after your direct testimony.  However,

22 the individual data responses are not being ruled
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1 on today.

2 And if disputes arise after the direct

3 testimony, if it more time is necessary, it may

4 extend the schedule testimony-wise for rebuttal.

5 So we encourage you to expedite

6 responses, refiling motions to compel, in an

7 effort to avoid --

8 MR. PERA:  We are going to subject to whatever

9 appropriate objections we have, we will answer

10 them seven days after we file our testimony.

11 JUDGE HAYNES:  That's the Friday after

12 Thanksgiving.

13 MR. ANDREOLI:  I have previously made a

14 Thanksgiving argument.

15 MR. PERA:  It's going to have to be two weeks

16 then.

17 MR. ANDREOLI:  Couldn't we have it on the day. 

18 For goodness sake, we file our testimony --

19 MR. PERA:  Oh, we are still waiting for

20 answers, Tom.

21 MR. KELTER:  I would like to make a point

22 here, your Honor.
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1 JUDGE DOLAN:  Before anybody else goes on,

2 let's keep it cool keep it cool.  Let's not get

3 heated.  One person talking at a time.  Okay.  I

4 don't want this to get out of hand anymore than

5 it already has.  Okay.

6 MR. KELTER:  As you know -- two points:  As

7 you know, we were in a similar situation with

8 Nicor before where they did not respond to our

9 data requests until the 21st day, and then they

10 responded with all objections.

11 So for them to be raising an argument

12 with their concern that we are going to object to

13 some of these is very problematic, disingenuous,

14 hypocritical however you want to put it.

15 Second of all, the second point I want

16 to make is -- give me one second because I lost

17 my train of thought.

18 The second point that I wanted to make,

19 your Honor, is that if we respond two weeks after

20 we file the testimony, that is significantly

21 earlier than most parties get data responses from

22 anyone after they file their testimony.
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1 MR. ROONEY:  Your Honor, if I --

2 MR. KELTER:  If you want, what we can do is we

3 can alert them beforehand to the ones that we're

4 going to object to within ten days, but that's

5 only.

6 JUDGE HAYNES:  Ten days from --

7 MR. KELTER:  That's only if what you are

8 talking about is if you figure in the

9 Thanksgiving weekend in there.  What date did we

10 get the testimony on, on the 16th.

11 MR. ROONEY:  21st.

12 MR. KELTER:  21st.  The 21st is what day of

13 the week?

14 JUDGE HAYNES:  Friday.

15 MR. KELTER:  Then Thanksgiving is what day?

16 MR. ANDREOLI:  Thursday.

17 MR. KELTER:  The following Thursday.  So

18 you're asking yourself, A, what are they losing

19 but, B, what we will do is we would commit to

20 telling them what we are going to object to by

21 Wednesday.

22 JUDGE HAYNES:  The 26th.
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1 MR. KELTER:  Yeah.

2 MR. ANDREOLI:  Your Honors, I apologize if I

3 spoke over Mr. Pera or anyone else.

4 The point that I'm making is that we

5 filed our direct testimony during discovery

6 following depositions in the mist of motion

7 practice.  There are two attorneys here and there

8 is ten over there.  We managed to do that.

9 MR. ROONEY:  If they have objections, what we

10 are saying is they want more than three months to

11 file their objections to these questions.

12 MR. KELTER:  With all due respect, that's not

13 what we are saying because we are not positive

14 what we are going to object to until our

15 testimony is done.

16 Once we have our testimony completed, we

17 will evaluate their data requests in the context

18 of our testimony.

19 JUDGE HAYNES:  Okay.  CUB and Staff will

20 provide answers that are just objections by

21 November 26th.  And the rest the data responses

22 by December 5th.  And your witness list with
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1 summaries similar to what Nicor provided the

2 intervenors by November 7th.

3 MR. PERA:  Just to be clear, though, these are

4 fact witnesses, right?

5 MR. ROONEY:  No.

6 JUDGE HAYNES:  This is purely prefiled

7 testimony witnesses.

8 MR. PERA:  I honestly, I don't -- tell me what

9 you want.  What is it that you want?

10 MR. ANDREOLI:  My understanding is the

11 testimony -- excuse me.  The data requests

12 outstanding --

13 MR. PERA:  Tom, tell me what you want.

14 MR. ANDREOLI:  Witnesses.  You will be putting

15 on witnesses in this case.  You will be

16 pre-filing testimony for witnesses.  We would

17 like to know who those witnesses are, and we

18 would like the summary of the subject matter of

19 their testimony.

20 MR. KELTER:  Of our expert witnesses'

21 testimony?

22 MR. PERA:  You mean --
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1 MR. ROONEY:  Similar to what you requested of

2 us.

3 JUDGE HAYNES:  Mr. Pera.

4 MR. PERA:  Hold on.  If they want to know who

5 our expert witnesses are in advance, we can tell

6 them that.  I don't know why we would have to. 

7 But we can tell them that on November 7th.  But

8 we are not going to be in a position to tell them

9 that this is what an expert is going to testify

10 to in every respect.  That's the problem.

11 And to the extent you are asking for

12 fact witness, we don't have any.  So we are not

13 advancing --

14 JUDGE DOLAN:  To the best of your ability.

15 MR. PERA:  We are not advancing the ball any

16 in terms of what you want to get accomplished

17 here.  But if that's what you want, that's what

18 we'll do.

19 It's going to be subject to

20 investigation continues.  I mean, they are got

21 going to get anything out of it.

22 MR. ANDREOLI:  I hope we do.
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1 MS. VON QUALEN:  If I recall correctly when

2 Nicor filed the summary, it was very brief and

3 very vague.  And, basically, it was just subject

4 matter and not conclusion.

5 Is that -- am I correct about that?  And

6 is that what you are looking for?

7 MR. PERA:  Right because 213 didn't apply.  So

8 the opinions, the bases, what they reviewed, they

9 were not required to turn over.  It was just a

10 very short --

11 JUDGE HAYNES:  Similar.  Like I stated before,

12 provide to Nicor a document similar to what they

13 provided you in order for them to determine if

14 they want to depose your witnesses before they

15 pre-file their testimony.

16 MR. KELTER:  I guess, what I'm confused about

17 here, your Honor, is that there is no indication

18 that there are going to be any depositions of our

19 witnesses in this case.

20 CUB isn't on trial here.  We are not

21 accused of lying or submitting deceptive data

22 responses or any of the allegations that we made
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1 against Nicor that were the basis for previous

2 rulings on how discovery would be conducted.

3 Never in the history of the Commission

4 has a party like CUB been asked to file anything

5 like this.

6 JUDGE HAYNES:  Mr. Kelter, in an effort to be

7 fair, you must provide to them what they have

8 provided to you as far as your witnesses go.

9 We are not ruling today that they may

10 depose your witnesses.  A similar showing would

11 need to be made by Nicor.  And this is only

12 witness that are pre-filing testimony.

13 MR. ANDREOLI:  Thank you, your Honors.

14 MR. REICHART:  Thank you, your Honors.

15 JUDGE HAYNES:  There is another motion before

16 us.

17 JUDGE DOLAN:  But we are not going to go

18 into --

19 MR. PERA:  The motion to strike?

20 JUDGE HAYNES:  Yes.

21 MR. PERA:  I don't know what you want to do

22 with it.  Do you want to argue it?  I don't
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1 particularly care to argue it.

2 MR. ROONEY:  I guess, your Honor --

3 MR. PERA:  If you are going to say something,

4 then I'm going to say something.  So if we just

5 rest on the briefs.

6 MR. ROONEY:  We didn't brief anything yet.

7 JUDGE HAYNES:  The motion to strike.

8 MR. ROONEY:  My request would be, if you want

9 to go off the record, is seek to withdraw it.

10 As we informed you guys off the record

11 as you conducted the judge to file something, we

12 contacted Judge Haynes because we were taken by

13 surprise.

14 MR. ROONEY:  Can we go off the record.

15 MR. PERA:  We don't have to go off the record. 

16 Nothing was done inappropriately.

17 If Judge Haynes allowed them to file

18 that document, then the motion should be denied

19 sua sponte.

20 MR. ANDREOLI:  Sounds good.

21 MR. PERA:  If --

22 MR. KELTER:  But --
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1 MR. PERA:  There is nothing to respond to.

2 JUDGE HAYNES:  Both parties contacted me.  And

3 I said that we were not setting a briefing

4 schedule.  And, therefore, the default schedule

5 would apply; two weeks and one week.

6 Do you have something to add,

7 Mr. Kelter?

8 MR. KELTER:  Thank you, your Honor.

9 The point that I would like to make is

10 this:  If what they filed was responsive to our

11 specific filing, that's one thing.  But if not,

12 it seems like they have been given an ungodly

13 amount of opportunity to defend the privilege of

14 these documents in something that should have

15 been defended the very first time.

16 So I'm trying to distinguish between

17 something that's responsive to what we file and

18 something that's more evidence that simply tries

19 to support what is confidential because if that's

20 what it is, and I think there is a lot of that in

21 there, then we would deserve another opportunity

22 to respond again, and it goes on and on.
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1 They had a responsibility to support

2 their claim of confidentiality the first time.

3 MR. ANDREOLI:  Your Honors, I would hope that

4 there would be no further briefing on this

5 subject.

6 I can personal attest that this

7 experience with respect to CUB's efforts to

8 obtain our attorney /client communications and to

9 invade our files is different than any experience

10 I've had as an attorney.

11 I would hope that your Honors would

12 consider all of the appropriate, sworn and

13 argumentative materials submitted in support of

14 the confidentiality of those documents.  That is

15 appropriate.

16 MR. PERA:  There is something -- the appeals

17 to a motion are getting -- the fact of the matter

18 is under Rule 190, and that's what we tried to

19 raise in the motion.  There is a motion.  There

20 is a response.  And there is a reply.

21 This came to light because we filed a

22 motion to compel.  They argued privilege.  On
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1 September the 3rd -- and they filed something in

2 regard to privilege.

3 And then on September 3rd or 6th,

4 whatever it was, you guys, the ALJs, allowed

5 that, which I thought was extraordinarily

6 generous on your part.  Three weeks to perfect

7 the privilege to September 26th or 5th.  On that

8 date they came in on emergency motion and needed

9 another week and they got it.  As a professional

10 courtesy, we didn't object.

11 At that point -- that's their response. 

12 At that point they are entitled to reply under

13 190.  And that's what we did.

14 Now I argue with Rob, if they had

15 brought to the floor again an entirely new matter

16 that is not a reply or it's not a -- or whatever

17 you want to characterize it, a response.  It

18 isn't.  It's new.  And that's unfair.  That's

19 what is sandbagging about it.  And that should be

20 stricken.

21 MR. ROONEY:  Sandbagging.  Your Honor, is --

22 two points.  Their motion to compel came with
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1 regard to the privilege documents.  You ruled. 

2 And what you ruled was that we had to file

3 something.  Okay.  That was the extent.  There

4 was no reply or anything else.  We had to file

5 something.  We did.

6 From our standpoint, out of the blue

7 came their response.  We contacted you and said

8 we would like that opportunity and we were

9 granted seven days and we filed.  And where we

10 stand is where we stand.

11 So we respectfully request and motion to

12 strike be denied and that you go forth and rule

13 as appropriate pursuant to whatever time you

14 have.

15 JUDGE HAYNES:  I would have to agree that

16 the -- much of what was contained in Nicor's

17 supplemental filing was new.

18 However, we don't agree that the

19 appropriate remedy is to strike it.

20 But we will give CUB an opportunity for

21 CUB, whoever, an opportunity to respond to only

22 the new information contained in Nicor's
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1 supplemental filing.

2 JUDGE DOLAN:  We also want to point out to you

3 that we are still going to review the documents

4 to determine whether or not we agree that it's

5 attorney /client privilege.

6 I mean, if we strike all the new

7 documents, it doesn't mean that we are just going

8 to disclose all that information.

9 MR. PERA:  Right.

10 MR. KELTER:  We understand, your Honor.

11 It's just our concern that when a party

12 doesn't defend their privilege the first time

13 properly, it should have ended there.  There is

14 no other point I can make.  You made your ruling.

15 I, you know, I guess -- I don't know

16 what to say.

17 JUDGE DOLAN:  All right.  We will take that

18 under advisement.

19 JUDGE HAYNES:  Do you want the opportunity to

20 respond?

21 MR. KELTER:  I do have one question, your

22 Honors.  We are getting to the point where you
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1 know our testimony is now due in a short amount

2 of time.  And it's getting to the point where we

3 are not going to have an opportunity to see these

4 documents before we have to file our testimony.

5 JUDGE HAYNES:  We will rule on this and before

6 your testimony is due, you will have an

7 opportunity to review any documents that we

8 determine are not privileged for your direct

9 testimony.

10 MR. KELTER:  Can you give me one second to

11 confer with counsel?

12 JUDGE HAYNES:  Sure.

13 MR. KELTER:  The problem is we haven't

14 reviewed what they have -- we have not had an

15 opportunity to fully review what they filed

16 yesterday.  I think what we need to do is perhaps

17 advise you within -- today's Wednesday.  If we

18 file anything, it would be by Friday.

19 JUDGE HAYNES:  In two days?

20 MR. PERA:  We'll let you know in two days.

21 MR. BALOUGH:  No, we will file it.

22 MR. KELTER:  We will file it in two days and
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1 that way we can hopefully get a ruling from you

2 within the shortest time period as possible after

3 that because I understand that you are going to

4 give us something before our testimony is due. 

5 But, obviously, we don't know how long some of

6 these documents are and what influence --

7 JUDGE HAYNES:  You can read them all in time.

8 MR. KELTER:  We haven't seen them.  We are

9 completely blind to them.  I'm not trying to be

10 difficult about it.  I will take your word for it

11 we can read them all in time, but the more time

12 we get the better.

13 JUDGE HAYNES:  And many of them -- well, okay. 

14 I trust that you won't be filing reply to that?

15 MR. ANDREOLI:  No.

16 JUDGE HAYNES:  Thank you.  I don't believe

17 there is anything further.

18 So we are continued until April.

19                 (Whereupon, these proceedings

20                 were continued sine die.)

21

22


